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Abstract
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The paper concentrates on the fact that the outside country is likely to be
small relative to the existing monetary union, and lack the resistance to
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market power effect allows for mutually-desirable entry if the outside nation
central bank is moderately more averse to inflation than the central bank
of the existing monetary union.
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1. Introduction

There is a large literature on the benefits and costs of the formation of a mone-

tary union.1 Among the reasons for joining a monetary union, the literature has

stressed the potential for improvement in the credibility of a nation’s monetary

regime. The argument loosely goes that a high-inflation nation can gain credi-

bility, and perhaps welfare, by joining a monetary union dominated by nations

which prefer lower inflation rates. In this paper, I examine such an argument for

an outside country deciding whether or not to join an existing monetary union.

Such a decision will soon be faced by some of the so-called ”out nations” of the

European Community.

As in Casella [10, (1992)], I concentrate on the requirement that an outside

nation will join an existing monetary union only if its joining is in the mutual

interest of both the outside nation and its existing members. The analysis below

demonstrates that the enhanced credibility argument for joining a monetary union

is unlikely to succeed when the outside country is given a non-trivial voice in

monetary policy subsequent to joining. The intuition is that entry by any country

whose credibility would be enhanced by joining a monetary union would reduce

the credibility of the union as a whole. In other words, solely on credibility

considerations, an outside country would not be accepted into a union it wished

to join.

To motivate the outside country being allowed to join the monetary union,

then, other potential gains must be considered. This paper concentrates on the

fact that an outside country is likely to be quite small relative to an existing mon-

1See, for example, Bean [6, (1992)] and Wyplosz [18, (1997)].



etary union. As I show below, this asymmetry affects the impact of entry by the

outside country. When the outside country is small and an export competitor of

the existing monetary union, its entry may change the predisposition of monetary

policy in the union towards inflation without affecting the impact of monetary

policy within the union on its real exchange rate. As a result, it becomes possible

that both the outside country and the existing members of the monetary union

may enjoy a reduction in inflation due to entry by the outside country.

The modeling strategy used in the paper is a simple Barro-Gordon [3, (1983)]

static framework in which the central bank faces a time-consistency problem in

the choice of its nominal exchange rate depreciation. Given nominal wage rates,

central banks are inclined to depreciate their currencies more rapidly in an effort

to increase output ex-post through expenditure-switching. They obtain an interior

solution for the amount of depreciation they choose based on their desire to raise

domestic output and their aversion to inflation.2

To keep the analysis simple, I do not model the welfare implications of such a

decrease in the rate of nominal exchange rate depreciation. However, I consider

such a reduction likely to be welfare increasing, as would be the case in an envi-

ronment in which nominal wages were contractually fixed, but agents possessed

rational expectations. Rational agents, anticipating the central bank’s inability

to resist increasing the rate of nominal exchange rate depreciation to pursue its

output goals, negotiate wage contracts which leave monetary policy neutral. The

2We do not address the possibility that the outside country may pursue a unilateral peg to

escape its credibility problem. It has been argued inthe literature that the credibility of such

unilateral pegs may be limited [Obstfeld [16, (1997)], Bergin and Moersch [7, (1997)]]. Obstfeld

[16, (1997)] notes the explicit understanding that if an ERM2 is constructed interventions may

cease if they threaten price stability.
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net result of increased depreciation is then only the loss from inflation.

Such a framework has been applied to monetary policy coordination problems,

and to EMU in particular, by Rogoff [17, (1985)], Canzoneri and Henderson [8,

(1991)] and Alesina and Grilli [1, (1991)],[2, (1993)], among others. As in Rogoff

[17, (1985)], because the existing monetary union is large in our model, the output

effect of a given dose of depreciation is mitigated by the adverse terms of trade

effect associated with an increase in the output of the monetary union. This

reduces the overall rate of depreciation chosen by the monetary union. However,

because the outside country is small, it faces no such deterrence and, holding all

else equal, chooses a higher rate of depreciation. Again, holding all else equal,

by joining the monetary union the outside country shares in the desirable feature

that a large monetary regime has a real exchange rate distortion which partially

offsets its incentives to inflate.

The results below demonstrate that this disparity in market power can facili-

tate mutually-desirable entry by the outside nation into the monetary union. In

particular, I identify two characteristics necessary for mutually-desirable entry by

the outside nation: First, the outside nation must be more inflation-averse than

the central bank of the existing monetary union. Second, the outside nation must

be sufficiently similar in its attitude towards inflation to the central bank of the

existing monetary union.

There are other characteristics which may affect the welfare implications of a

nation joining a monetary union which I do not address here. First, I examine

a deterministic model, which omits the implications of a monetary union for a

country’s ability to deal with nation-specific shocks. As a result, the analysis

completely ignores the motivation an outside country may have to join a mone-
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tary union for optimal currency area considerations.3 Obstfeld [16, (1997)] notes

that asymmetry in exposure to shocks can certainly be expected in the Euro-

pean Monetary Union, such as Germany’s greater exposure to Eastern Europe.

Second, I do not consider the fiscal implications of monetary union, as in Can-

zoneri and Rogers [9, (1990)] or Cooper and Kempf [12, (1998)]. Third, I assume

that the rules of the existing monetary union are invariant to the entry choice

of the outside country. This rules out the possibility that transfers may emerge

through the bargaining process over the terms of entry. Chang [11, (1995)] argues

that such transfers can emerge from the bargaining process over the formation

of a monetary union. Fourth, the model does not include a non-tradable sec-

tor. Lane [13, (1997)] has shown that imperfect competition and nominal price

rigidity can combine to influence relative inflation biases under different stages

of ”openness,” even if economies are small. Fifth, I do not confront the relative

desirability of an outside country joining the union initially. Martin [15, (1995)]

demonstrates that the formation of the union itself may have an impact on the

outside nation’s desirability of entry because monetary policy in the monetary

union nation’s will change. Finally, I also ignore savings in transactions costs,

which was used to make the initial argument for welfare enhancements from join-

ing a monetary union [Mundell [14, (1961)]]. My motivation for concentrating on

the implications of differences in market power is that this distinction is likely to

be particularly important in the decision of an outside country choosing whether

3See, for example, Bayoumi [4, (1994)] and Canzoneri and Rogers [9, (1990)] for formal

treatments of optimal currency area issues and Bayoumi and Eichengreen [5, (1993)] for an

empirical assessment of Europe as an optimal currency area. Alesina and Grilli [2, (1993)]

examine the implications of optimal currency area arguments for a multi-speed EMU.
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or not to join an existing monetary union.

This paper is divided into 4 sections. Section 2 introduces the basic model and

derives the equilibrium rates of depreciation chosen by the outside country and

the existing monetary union with the outside country independent and with the

outside nation joining the monetary union. Section 3 introduces explicit functional

forms to allow for comparison between the two regimes. Section 4 concludes.

2. Basic model

2.1. Central bank decisions with the outside country independent

In this section, I derive the central bank decisions with the outside country inde-

pendent.

Let y represent outside country output and y∗ the output of the monetary

union. I assume a very reduced form for the aggregate supply function. Output

is assumed to be a function of the change in the regime’s nominal exchange rate,

∆e and ∆e∗ respectively, and the regime’s terms of trade, p and p∗ respectively.4

y = y (∆e, p) (2.1)

y∗ = y∗ (∆e∗, p∗) (2.2)

where X∆e > 0, Xp > 0, X = y, y∗. Consider the nominal exchange rate as that

which holds relative to another country, such as the United States.

4An aggregate supply function of this type can be derived in a rational expectations model

with wages contracted one period in advance. For example, see Rogoff [17, (1985)].
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The outside country is small relative to the rest of the world, so that p and

p∗ are independent of y. However, the monetary union is assumed to be large

such that p and p∗ are functions of y∗. I assume that the outside country is a

competitor of the countries in the existing union, such that p∗y∗ < 0 and py∗ < 0.

When the outside country is not part of the monetary union, both central

banks are assumed to play Cournot relative to each other, i.e. take the other’s

monetary policy decisions as given. I assume that both the monetary union and

the outside country central banks have loss functions which are quadratic in output

and nominal exchange rate depreciation which satisfy

$∗ = (y∗ − y∗)2 +Ψ∗ (∆e∗)2 (2.3)

for the monetary union and

$ = (y − y)2 +Ψ (∆e)2 (2.4)

for the outside country.

The first-order conditions for the two central banks playing Cournot satisfy

∆e∗ =
(y∗ − y∗)

Ψ∗
y∗∆e∗

1− p∗y∗y∗p∗
(2.5)

∆e =
(y − y)

Ψ
(y∆e) (2.6)

where the second bracketed terms represent the comparative statics for dy/d∆e

and dy∗/d∆e∗, which are derived in the appendix.

Both countries choose a higher rate of depreciation the higher is the gap be-

tween actual and desired income levels, (y − y) , and the lower is the central banks’
aversion to inflation, Ψ. In addition, the monetary union’s exchange rate decision
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reflects the adverse terms of trade effect, which lowers the responsiveness of out-

put to a given nominal exchange rate depreciation. This reduces the amount of

depreciation chosen by the monetary union.

2.2. Central bank decisions with the outside country joining an ex-

panded monetary union

I next turn to the case where the outside country joins the monetary union. Let∆e

represent the nominal exchange rate depreciation chosen with the outside country

included in the monetary union. As discussed above, I assume that the outside

country has a ”voice” in the monetary union in the sense that the loss function

of the central bank of the monetary union inclusive of the outside country is a

weighted average of the loss function of previous union members and the outside

country

$ = ϕ$+ (1− ϕ)$∗ (2.7)

where ϕ is an exogenous parameter 0 < ϕ < 1 which reflects the weight placed

on the loss function of the outside country by the monetary union. Substituting

from equations (2.3) and (2.4) above and rearranging terms yields

$ = ϕ (y − y)2 + (1− ϕ) (y∗ − y∗)2 +Ψ (∆e)2 (2.8)

where Ψ represents the aversion of the expanded monetary union central bank to

inflation

Ψ = ϕΨ+ (1− ϕ)Ψ∗
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The first order condition of the expanded monetary union central bank satisfies

∆e =
ϕ (y − y) y∆e + yppy∗y∗∆e + (1− ϕ) (y∗ − y∗) y∗

∆e

Ψ 1− p∗y∗y∗p∗
(2.9)

where the second bracketed terms represent the comparative statics for dy/d∆e

and dy∗/d∆e, which are again derived in the appendix.

The impact of the outside country joining monetary union on monetary policy

can be seen by comparing equation (2.9), the first-order condition for the expanded

monetary union, with equations (2.5) and (2.6), the first-order conditions for the

original monetary union central bank and the independent outside country central

bank respectively.

Comparing equation (2.5) and the first term in equation (2.9), the latter has

an extra term reflecting the monetary unions’ weighted incorporation of the loss

function of the central bank of the outside nation. This reflects the degree to

which the monetary union internalizes the effects of its monetary policy on the

outside nation subsequent to its entry. Since the outside country is a competitor,

this term is negative and reduces the rate of depreciation chosen by the monetary

union subsequent to entry. Of course, the magnitude of this effect depends on

ϕ, the degree to which the monetary union gives the outside country a ”voice” in

monetary policy.

The second term in equation (2.9) also differs slightly with equation (2.6).

This term captures the adverse terms of trade effect of a nominal exchange rate

depreciation for the expanded union as a whole on the output of the outside

country, which is incorporated by the expanded monetary union.

It is interesting to contrast the result in equation (2.9) with the well-known

results concerning monetary union found by Rogoff [17, (1985)]. In Rogoff’s
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model, the creation of monetary union eliminated the adverse real exchange rate

effects of monetary expansion. A country independently pursuing a monetary

expansion would see that expansion partially offset by the adverse effect its output

expansion would have on its terms of trade. However, if that country’s output

expansion was accommodated by a monetary expansion by its union partner,

this effect would be mitigated. Holding all else equal, this could lead central

banks to choose larger monetary expansions in Rogoff’s model. However, a

significant characteristic of the current model is that even though the outside

country is assumed to be small in the sense of lacking market power in trade, it is

given a non-zero weight in the determination of monetary policy in the expanded

union. Because the outside country is small in the current model, its entry into

the monetary union has no effect on the terms of trade impact of a monetary

expansion by the union. Therefore, the accommodation considered by Rogoff

does not enter here.

3. Specific functional form

3.1. Benchmark linear case

Because joining the union entails a discrete rather than a continuous change,

gauging the impact of the outside country’s joining the monetary union is difficult

without the adoption of specific functional forms. In this section I adopt such

functional forms and examine the implications of the outside country joining the

monetary union.

I consider a simple linear example. To focus on the implications of union be-

tween nations with different monetary policies, I assume that all characteristics of
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the outside country and the existing members of the monetary union are symmet-

ric with the exception of the differences between the outside nation central bank

and the central banks of the existing monetary union. In addition, to make the

differences between the central banks one-dimensional, I set Ψ = Ψ∗ = Ψ, so that

the outside nation only differs from the central banks of the existing monetary

union in its concept of the ”output gap,” i.e. the degree to which its desired

income level exceeds autonomous income.

Let the terms of trade of both the existing monetary union and the outside

country be linear in the output of the existing monetary union

p∗ = p∗ − γy∗ (3.1)

p = p− γy∗ (3.2)

where γ (0, 1]. As above, I let the output of the monetary union and the outside

country be linear in their own nominal exchange rate and the price of their output

y = c+ θ∆e+ δp (3.3)

y∗ = c∗ + θ∆e∗ + δp∗ (3.4)

where δ (0, 1]. Substituting, I obtain

y∗ = y∗ +
θ

1+ δγ
∆e∗ (3.5)

where y∗ represents the value of output in the monetary union which would prevail

if its nominal exchange rate was held constant

y∗ =
c∗ + δp∗

1+ δγ
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and

y = y + θ∆e− δγ
θ

1+ δγ
∆e∗ (3.6)

where y represents the value of output in the outside country which would prevail

if both nominal exchange rates were held constant

y = c+ δp− δγy∗.

Substituting (3.5) and (3.6), into (2.5) and (2.6), ∆e∗ and ∆e prior to entry

by the outside nation satisfy

∆e∗ =
(1+ δγ) θ

(1+ δγ)2Ψ+ θ2
(y∗ − y∗) (3.7)

and

∆e =
θ

Ψ+ θ2
(y − y) + δγθ

1+ δγ
∆e∗ (3.8)

I next turn to the solution for the equilibrium after the outside country joins

the monetary union. Note that by (3.5) and (3.6)

dy

d∆e
>

dy

d∆e
=
dy∗

d∆e
=

dy∗

d∆e∗
(3.9)

The first relationship is intuitive. Output in the outside country is more

responsive to a nominal exchange rate depreciation when it is independent because

a change in ∆e within the monetary union has the adverse impact of increasing

the output of the existing monetary union.

The equivalence of dy/d∆e and dy∗/d∆e is attributable to the assumption

that γ is equal across countries, which implies that expanded monetary union

output has an identical negative terms of trade impact on the outside nation as

on the existing monetary union. Substituting (3.5) and (3.6) into (2.9) I obtain
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∆e =
(1+ δγ) θ

(1+ δγ)2Ψ+ θ2
y (3.10)

where

y = [ϕ (y − y) + (1− ϕ) (y∗ − y∗)] (3.11)

We can now compare the equilibrium exchange rate depreciations with the

outside member independent and entering the monetary union. By equations

(3.7) and (3.10) we obtain
∆e∗

∆e
=
(y∗ − y∗)

y
(3.12)

This leads to our first proposition:

PROPOSITION 1: ∆e ≤ ∆e∗ if and only if (y − y) ≤ (y∗ − y∗) .

The proof of proposition 1 follows directly from equations (3.11) and (3.12).

The sign of the difference between ∆e and ∆e∗ depends on the difference in

perceived ”output gaps” of the central banks of the outside country and the

existing union members. Proposition 1 implies that entry by the outside nation

can result in a reduction in the rate of depreciation among the existing monetary

union if the outside country central bank is more ”inflation averse” than the

central banks of the existing union members, i.e. if its perceived output gap is

smaller.

Whether the rate of exchange rate depreciation goes up or down, the mag-

nitude of the change in the rate of depreciation is proportional to ϕ, the weight

placed on the loss function of the outside country subsequent to its entry into

the monetary union. The impact of joining the monetary union therefore is also
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dependent on the share of the outside country in the decision-making process of

the enlarged monetary union.

Second, by equations (3.8) and (3.10)

∆e

∆e
= ξ θ2 +Ψ (1+ δγ)2

(y − y)
y

+ δγθ2
(y∗ − y∗)

y
(3.13)

where

ξ ≡ (1+ δγ) Ψ+ θ2 .

Both terms in equation (3.13) are positive. Therefore a sufficient, but not

necessary, condition for ∆e ≤ ∆e if (y − y) ≥ (y∗ − y∗) is that the first term
is greater than one. This condition is satisfied as long as the central bank is

sufficiently averse to inflation; a sufficient, but not necessary condition is Ψ > θ2.

This leads to the second proposition

PROPOSITION 2: Given Ψ > θ2, if (y − y) ≥ (y∗ − y∗) then ∆e > ∆e.

The proof follows directly from equation (3.13). Proposition 2 implies that

given the parameter restriction, if the outside nation is less inflation-averse than

the members of the existing monetary union the outside nation will experience a

reduction in its rate of depreciation subsequent to entry into the monetary union.5

Taken on their own, propositions 1 and 2 do not accommodate mutually-

desirable entry by the outside nation into the monetary union. Proposition 2
5While the parameter restriction is innocuous given that the coefficient on the income gap in

the loss function of both central banks is specified as equal to one, it should be stressed that this

restriction is far stricter than necessary. I use the sufficient condition because the necessary one

is analytically quite cumbersome. Moreover, the conditions are specific to the chosen funcitonal

forms.
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implies that the outside country would gain from entry into a monetary union

whose members were more risk-averse than the outside nation. However, Propo-

sition 1 implies that the existing members of the monetary union would refuse

entry to such an outside country.

The conditions for mutually-desirable entry must therefore be that the outside

member is more inflation-averse than the existing union members, but not so

inflation-averse that it would lose from entry into the union. The conditions for

such a mutually-desirable union entry are delineated in Proposition 3:

PROPOSITION 3: Entry by the outside nation into the existing monetary

union is mutually desirable if

(y∗ − y∗)
y

≥ (y − y)
y

≥ τ (3.14)

where τ is a constant term which satisfies

τ ≡ (1− ϕ) (1+ δγ)Ψ+ θ2 − (δγ)2 θ2
(1− ϕ) (1+ δγ)Ψ+ θ2 + (δγ)2 (1− ϕ) (1+ δγ)Ψ− ϕθ2

Proposition 3 can be proven in two steps. First, given (y − y) ≤ (y∗ − y∗) , i.e.
that the outside nation is more inflation-averse than the existing union members,

Proposition 1 indicates that the existing union members will be willing to allow

entry because it will reduce their rate of depreciation.

Second, a mutually-desirable union requires the outside member to also ben-

efit from entry. This requires that the degree to which the outside nation is

more inflation-averse than the existing union members can not be too large. By

equations (3.8), (3.7), and (3.10), ∆e ≤ ∆e requires
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(y − y)
y

≥ τ (3.15)

where τ is defined as above. This represents the lower-bound value of (y − y) /y
which leaves the entering nation with a lower rate of depreciation subsequent to

joining the union.

Since ϕ < 1, it is easy to verify that the right-hand term is less than one.

This implies that under the proper parameter values, mutually-desirable entry by

an outside nation into an existing monetary union is feasible. These conditions

require that the outside nation is more inflation-averse than the average of the

existing members of the monetary union, but not too much more. If the inflation

bias of the outside nation central bank is sufficiently lower than that of the existing

monetary union, the outside nation will be better off on its own.

4. Conclusion

When joining an existing monetary union, an individual outside nation is likely

to be small relative to the existing union as a whole. This paper examines the

implications of this characteristic for the impact of the outside country joining

the monetary union on changes in the prevailing rates of depreciation within the

outside country and the monetary union. Our results demonstrate that this

disparity in market power can play a role in allowing both the outside nation

and the existing monetary union to experience a decline in its depreciation rate

subsequent to entry by the outside country. consequently, the disparity in market

power between the small outside country and the large existing monetary union

can facilitate mutually-desirable entry by the outside nation into the monetary
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union.

In particular, our results identify two characteristics necessary for mutually-

desirable entry by the outside nation. First, the outside nation must be more

inflation-averse than the central bank of the existing monetary union. Since the

outside nation is small, violation of this condition would imply that the rate of

exchange rate depreciation in the existing monetary union would rise after its

entry. Second, the outside nation must be sufficiently similar in its attitude

towards inflation. In particular, if the outside nation is too inflation averse

relative to the central bank of the existing monetary union it would do better

in terms of reduced exchange rate depreciation rates if it remained outside the

monetary union.

It is interesting to contrast the results above with well-known results in the

literature. First, consider the problems associated with differences in desired

monetary policies, such as in Casella [10, (1992)]. When countries have diverg-

ing monetary policy goals, Casella [10, (1992)] demonstrates that a small country

would demand a greater-than-proportionate voice in a resulting monetary union.

Since it is impossible for all countries to have a greater-than-proportionate voice,

her analysis concludes that unions cannot be sustained without credible punish-

ment schemes. However, with our incorporation of the credibility implications

of joining a union, we find that sustainable unions may exist if the outside and

existing members possess the proper characteristics.

In addition, the analysis raises the potential for a feasible ”multi-speed” union:

An outside nation with relatively desirable inflation characteristics who was un-

willing to join a smaller monetary union may be willing to join a larger existing

union if the increase in union size implies an increase in the terms-of-trade deter-
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rence to inflation. This possibility contrasts with earlier literature, such as Alesina

and Grilli [2, (1993)] who shed doubt on the feasibility of multi-speed monetary

unions.
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5. Appendix

With the outside country independent, totally differentiating the equations above

yields

dy − y∆ed∆e− ypdp = 0

dy∗ − y∗∆e∗d∆e∗ − y∗p∗dp∗ = 0

dp∗ − p∗y∗dy∗ = 0

dp− py∗dy∗ = 0

The comparative statics satisfy

dy

d∆e∗
=
yppy∗y

∗
∆e∗

1− y∗p∗p∗y∗

dy∗

d∆e∗
=

y∗∆e∗
1− y∗p∗p∗y∗

dy

d∆e
= y∆e

dy∗

d∆e
= 0

The system of equations for the expanded monetary union is the same, except

that∆e is substituted for both∆e and∆e∗. The comparative statics of the system

then satisfy

dy

d∆e
=
y∆e + yppy∗y

∗
∆e∗

1− y∗p∗p∗y∗
dy∗

d∆e
=

y∗
∆e

1− y∗p∗p∗y∗
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